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OVERVIEW 
Scenesse, a melanocortin 1 receptor agonist, is indicated to increase pain-free light exposure in adults with 

a history of phototoxic reactions from erythropoietic protoporphyria (EPP).1  The agent is a controlled-

release dosage form that is implanted subcutaneously (SC).  Scenesse should be administered by a 

healthcare professional.  A single implant which contains 16 mg of afamelanotide is inserted SC above the 

anterior supra-iliac crest once every 2 months. 

 

Disease Overview  

Porphyrias are disorders caused by enzyme defects in heme biosynthesis.2  There are at least eight different 

types of porphyrias, which are classified as cutaneous or acute depending on the specific enzyme that is 

deficient.  EPP is a cutaneous porphyria characterized by extreme photosensitivity.  It is estimated to occur 

in 2 to 5 in 1,000,000 individuals.3 

 

Two subtypes of EPP exist which differ in their genetic inheritance patterns.  Classic EPP is inherited in an 

autosomal recessive fashion (sometimes referred to as EPP-AR).  In this form of EPP, mutations in the 

FECH gene lead to decreased activity of ferrochelatase, the final enzymatic step in heme biosynthesis.4  

This results in accumulation of an intermediate metabolite called protoporphyrin.  An X-linked subtype of 

EPP, often referred to in the literature as X-linked protoporphyria (XLP), accounts for 2% to 10% of all 

EPP cases.  This type develops due to a gain-of-function mutation in the erythroid form of 5-

aminolevulinate synthase 2 (ALAS2).  This enzyme is responsible for an earlier step in heme biosynthesis; 

hyperactivity of the ALAS2 enzyme leads to excess protoporphyrin production.3,4  The two subtypes share 

the same biochemical and clinical features, although females with XLP may be less severely affected.  

Diagnosis is confirmed by one or both of the following:  1) biochemically via markedly elevated free 

erythrocyte protoporphyrin, and/or 2) molecular genetic testing.2,3   

 

In both EPP subtypes, protoporphyrin accumulates in the bone marrow and is taken up by the liver and 

vascular endothelium.3,4  Accumulation in superficial skin vessels leads to phototoxicity upon light 

exposure, resulting in the hallmark symptoms of burning, tingling, and itching, which often occur without 

visible damage.2-4  Some patients may also be sensitive to artificial light, as the photosensitivity is primarily 

due to visible blue light.5,6  Phototoxic pain is not responsive to analgesics, including narcotics; management 

is focused on prevention of phototoxic episodes.3 

 

 

POLICY STATEMENT 

Prior authorization is recommended for prescription benefit coverage of Scenesse.  All approvals are 

provided for the duration noted below.  Because of the specialized skills required for evaluation and 

diagnosis of patients treated with Scenesse as well as the monitoring required for adverse events and long-

term efficacy, approval requires Scenesse to be prescribed by or in consultation with a physician who 

specializes in the condition being treated. 

 

Automation:  None. 
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RECOMMENDED AUTHORIZATION CRITERIA 
Coverage of Scenesse is recommended in those who meet the following criteria:  

 

FDA-Approved Indications 

 

1. Erythropoietic Protoporphyria (Including X-Linked Protoporphyria).  Approve for 1 year if the 

patient meets the following criteria (A, B, C, and D):   

A) The patient is ≥ 18 years of age; AND 

B) The patient has a history of at least one porphyric phototoxic reaction; AND 

C) The diagnosis is confirmed by at least one of the following (i or ii): 

i. Free erythrocyte protoporphyrin level above the normal reference range for the reporting 

laboratory; OR 

ii. Molecular genetic testing consistent with the diagnosis; AND 

D) The agent is prescribed by or in consultation with a dermatologist, gastroenterologist, hepatologist, 

or physician specializing in the treatment of cutaneous porphyrias.   

 

 

CONDITIONS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL 
Scenesse not been shown to be effective, or there are limited or preliminary data or potential safety concerns 

that are not supportive of general approval for the following conditions.  Rationale for non-coverage for 

these specific conditions is provided below.  (Note:  This is not an exhaustive list of Conditions Not 

Recommended for Approval.) 

 

1. Coverage is not recommended for circumstances not listed in the Recommended Authorization Criteria.  

Criteria will be updated as new published data are available. 
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